Stylish magnetic whiteboard background ... write on/wipe off.

or .. use the magnets to easily hold posters and messages.

Look at the features!

- Stylish moulded grey corners
- Trim modern design
- Concealed wall fixings.
- No brackets to be seen .. or tampered with!
- Sealed backing
- Strong lock and key.
- 1 with 600 x 450mm
- 2 with 900 x 600mm

Write on wipe off whiteboard

2 sizes available...

- **TX6045** 600 x 450mm (message area is 545 x 395mm)
- **TX9060** 900 x 600mm (message area is 845 x 545mm)

- Stylish silver anodised aluminium frame
- Wall fittings supplied
- 6 - White (20mm) magnets supplied
- 33mm depth from the wall

Absolutely ideal for so many advertising, marketing & information displays!

Lockable and fitted with an internal water resistant channel .. these cases are suited for both indoor and some external applications ..

Dependable, strong ... and very stylish!
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